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Combating cyber crime in Africa is a reality

- Computer crime and cyber survey conducted in 2006:
  - Nigeria is the most Internet fraudulent country in Africa
  - Africa is ranked the third highest continent regarding cyber fraud and computer crime (Cyber Crime Africa Summit 2008)

- Africa has recently seen explosive growth in ICT, making cyber crime a reality in this part of the world

- Limited or inadequate action and controls to protect computers and networks, making Africa a target of attack as well as a medium to attack other parts of the world
Reduction of Cyber Crime was given as one of the major objectives during the State of the Nation address by President Zuma on 3 June 2009.

“Amongst other key initiatives, we will start the process of setting up a Border Management Agency; we shall intensify our efforts against cyber crime and identity theft, and improve systems in our jails to reduce repeat offending”
Current cyberspace threats and trends in Africa

Internet users and population statistics for Africa (Internet World Stats 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Rest of the world</th>
<th>World total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>991,002,342</td>
<td>5,776,802,866</td>
<td>6,767,805,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% world population</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet users</td>
<td>65,903,900</td>
<td>1,602,966,508</td>
<td>1,668,870,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use growth (2000 - 2009)</td>
<td>1,359.9%</td>
<td>349.7%</td>
<td>362.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% users in world</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Underground economy

• Credit card fraud is on the rise in the African continent, especially in Egypt, South Africa, Kenya, Ghana and Nigeria, with losses estimated at billions of US dollars (Cyber Crime Africa Summit 2008)

• 31% of all goods and services for sale is credit card information (highest ranking)

• Credit card information can be obtained and used for fraud: phishing schemes, monitoring merchant card authorisations, magnetic stripe skimmers, breaking into databases (Fossi et al. 2008)

• Easy target: South Africa has more than 17.14 million active credit consumers (Davids 2009)
Cyber crime in Africa

• The intense increase in cyber crime occurrence:
  - shortcomings of both local and international legislation
  - innovative ideas that criminals have with regard to new types of cyber crime and new ways to commit these crimes

"The government has identified at least 27 cases where a syndicate has swindled more than R199-million from government departments in four provinces over the past three years - using cyber-spyware…" (Mail & Guardian 2008)
Influence of broadband access on cyberspace

• France Telecom-Orange signed a memorandum of understanding in November 2008 concerning the installation of a submarine fibre optic cable that will provide Internet access to over 20 countries within the West African coastal region
  - The Africa Coast to Europe cable will stretch from Gabon to France, but will extend to other countries from 2011
  - This cable went live on 23 July 2009
Influence of broadband access on cyberspace
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Influence of broadband access on cyberspace

• The intention of this cable is to provide access to Africa
  - The SEA Cable System, referred to as Seacom, will provide African retail carriers with equal and open access to inexpensive bandwidth
  - Will remove the international infrastructure bottleneck, support African economic growth, dramatically reduce the cost of bandwidth, reduce the Round Trip Times (RTT) and increase the connection capacity to reduce current congestion

• To illustrate, in 2003 South Korea was one of the countries most severely affected by the Slammer worm. Since most of the people in South Korea had very high-speed Internet links at home, the Slammer worm was easily distributed through networks. These high-speed Internet links only became common to other countries a few years later.
Increased broadband access in Africa

- World Wide Worx predicted that the arrival of the Seacom undersea cable will increase South Africa's maximum international bandwidth 50-fold
  - “South Africa's Internet population is expected to grow as much in the next five years as it has in the 15 years since the Internet became commercially available in SA”
- According to Symantec's annual Internet Security Threat Report, an increase in broadband speeds is directly proportional to a spike in cyber crime (Doyle 2009)
Influence of broadband access on cyberspace threats and trends

- The increasing broadband usage creates a favourable environment for increased cyberspace criminal activities
  - Not only are there potentially more victims, but the technology is faster, allowing more virus distributions and infections (Halbheer 2009)

“Experience seems to indicate there is indeed a link between the connectivity of a country and its subjectivity to cyber crime” (Doyle 2009)
Influence of broadband access on cyberspace threats and trends

Worldwide Infections of computers
Influence of broadband access on cyberspace threats and trends

Malware distribution sites per 1,000 Internet hosts for locations around the world in 2009
Primary cyberspace threats and trends

• The primary threats and trends to cyberspace identified are largely phenomena that are specific to Africa.
• Many similar threats and trends may be visible in other countries across the world, these phenomena are applicable in the current African cyberspace environment.
• Africa’s specific socio-economic status has an impact on these threats and trends.
Primary cyberspace threats and trends

- Bandwidth availability
- Shortage of IT education
- Absence of African languages
- Operating system distribution
- Lack of standardised procedures
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Bandwidth availability

- Slow download times in Africa is a reality in 2009
- A daily update of new virus definitions from Symantec is around 40MB and McAfee's is around 100MB. “On a 56Kb dialup link, we are talking all day to download…”
- Although frustrating, it is an inherent type of risk proofing
  - higher Internet speeds equate to more data being vulnerable to theft and other types of cyber crime
  - “Over a slow Internet link, it might have taken days to transfer even one 1GB of stolen data, but with fibre optics, the same can happen in minutes. Generally, the faster the link, the higher the amount of threats that might come” (Doyle 2009)
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Bandwidth availability

- The restrictive bandwidth availability is currently being addressed by the South African government.
- The Department of Communication released a draft broadband policy in September 2009, in which the objective of the policy is stated “… to facilitate the provisioning of affordable access to Broadband infrastructure to citizens, business and government and also stimulate the usage of Broadband services at national, provincial and municipal levels.”
- The Department of Communication aims to build the South African information society, increase affordability, uptake and usage (MyBroadband 2009).
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Shortage of IT education

- The current restrictive broadband situation indirectly impacted the availability of IT education in Africa
  - Internet connections are costly
  - Logistics make it difficult to reach the rural areas of Africa
- As a result, IT education has not permeated throughout the African community, especially not to those areas with limited connectivity
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Shortage of IT education

- Building on the digital divide, is the usability divide: technology is so complicated that many people couldn't use a computer to its full capability, even if they got one for free
  - “… Many others can use computers, but don't achieve the modern world's full benefits because most of the available services are too difficult for them to understand. Almost 40% of the population has lower literacy skills, and yet few websites follow the guidelines for writing for low-literacy users …” (Milicevic 2008:4)

- IT education often is theoretical in nature, with little practical experience included to further understanding
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Shortage of IT education

- An increase in broadband access will give Internet access to more users in Africa
  - “The existence of this digital divide impedes the possibilities of improvement that such technologies can offer to the most underprivileged… More than 80% of the population of the planet is literally excluded from the global information networks that provide economic, cultural, political and social interactions…” (Milicevic 2008)

- Due to the persistent shortage of IT education, millions of new users will now be able to connect to the Internet

- If the increase and distribution of IT education of these users do not match the increase and distribution of the broadband access, the existent lack of IT know-how may be extrapolated
  - “Newly-connected computers that are unprotected will be rapidly compromised and used to launch attacks on other computer systems across the globe” (Doyle 2009)
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Shortage of IT education

- This education should reach both computer users in the rural areas, as well as current computer users in urban areas that are currently risk proofed by slow download times

- “Fast increasing broadband penetration such as we are seeing locally can be dangerous, as many South African companies are not security-savvy enough to be able to thwart attacks successfully” (Doyle 2009)
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Absence of African languages

- The absence of African languages in cyberspace has a direct impact on the vulnerability of the African cyberspace due to a lack of cognizance.
- In many instances, computer users willing to learn about cyberspace are restricted to do this, because African languages are used minimally in cyberspace.
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Absence of African languages

- The absence of African languages in cyberspace has a direct impact on the vulnerability of the African cyberspace due to a lack of cognizance
  - “… Though a few people have acquired computer skills, language is still a problem because the computer is dominated by English…” (Musinguzi 2008)

- In many instances, computer users willing to learn about cyberspace are restricted to do this, because African languages are used minimally in cyberspace
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Absence of African languages

• An increase in broadband access will give Internet access to more users speaking an African language.

• If these users are not educated in the global English language, or more Internet content published in African language, these users might be vulnerable to cyber attacks due to miscomprehension.

“The unfortunate reality is that innocent Web surfers can visit a compromised website and unknowingly place their personal and financial information at risk” (Symantec 2009)
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Operating system distribution

- Operating system (OS) distribution and industry popularity has a strong influence on cyber crime investigators’ technical expertise.
- Criminals make use of computers on a daily basis to assist with and to commit crimes.
- This, combined with the pervasiveness and complexity of modern OSs, makes cyber crime a real and active threat.
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Operating system distribution

- Operating System distribution and industry popularity has a strong influence on investigators’ technical expertise
- Windows OS is the holder of the majority market share and accordingly computers with this OS are more pervasive in the community and more frequently the targets of computer crime, or used by cyber criminals to perform the crime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating System</th>
<th>Total Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>93.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac</td>
<td>4.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>1.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java ME</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbian</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPod Touch</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Mobile</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playstation</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Operating system distribution

- As the market share leader, Microsoft suggests the support of pirated versions of Windows 7 with patches (IntelliBriefs 2009)
  - “There seems to be a link between the Internet speed and software piracy rate. In countries that are both poor and where Internet is cheap, people can download pirate software from the Internet, together with movies and music. These are between the most successful attack vectors for malware” (Doyle 2009).
  - This will only be a viable solution if Microsoft commits for all Windows computers, and anti virus organisations offer free subscriptions on a project by project basis
  - Poverty has an influence on piracy or using outdated software with no available patches
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Lack of standardised procedures

- The current lack of standardised procedures can lead to uncertainties about the effectiveness of investigation techniques.
- The current practice is that courts of law look at standards, legislation and requirements to classify data as evidence that is admissible in court.
- Without standardised procedures, this classification is left to the discretion of the judges and is not applied consistently throughout the world.
  - very complex
  - potentially biased decision
Primary cyberspace threats and trends: Lack of standardised procedures

- A study done by WITSA and McConnell International showed that internationally, few countries made an attempt to minimise or control cyber crime (WITSA 2000)
- Very few legal systems presently take the digital world into account
  - criminal and penal laws need to be modified, edited or amended to fit the requirements of the cyber world
Primary cyberspace threats and trends:
Lack of standardised procedures

• An increase in broadband access may potentially emphasise the current lack of standardised procedures
  - With more users connected to the Internet, and potentially more occurrences of cyber crime, it will be even more urgent to get consensus on how to handle cyber crime in a court of law
  - Without standardised procedures, this classification is left to the discretion of the judges and is not applied consistently throughout Africa, let alone the world

• It is necessary for law enforcement agencies and judiciary in the African continent to devise ways of curbing Internet fraud and enhancing their skills in computer security and risk management (Akinsanmi 2006)
  - This is the only way to counter the current lack of standardised procedures
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends

- The secondary threats and trends to cyberspace identified are largely phenomena that can be found across the world, irrespective of country.
- Similar threats and trends may be visible in a number of other countries across the world.
- The country's specific socio-economic status rarely has an impact on these threats and trends.
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends

- Malicious attacks
  - Botnets
  - Crimeware
  - Pharming
  - Phishing
  - Ransomware
  - Spam
  - Spoofing
  - Spyware
  - SQL injections
  - Trojans
  - Viruses
  - Worms
  - to name a few....
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends: Malicious attacks

• Trojans generally are used during cyber attacks to control a machine, monitor local and network activity, and to download information from the infected machine.

• According to Sophos (2009), 15 new bogus anti virus vendor websites are discovered every day, triple from an average of five detected per day during 2008.

• In addition, approximately 6 500 new spam-related websites are discovered every day, almost double what it was in the same period in 2008.
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends: Malicious attacks

• Botnets often employ other types of malware, such as Trojans, viruses and spoofing, to operate. Botnets make money in a number of ways:
  - phishing;
  - Nigerian 419 scams;
  - DDoS Attacks;
  - manipulating online polls/games;
  - sniffing traffic;
  - key logging;
  - spreading new malware;
  - Google AdSense abuse;
  - attacking IRC Chat networks;
  - mass identity theft; and
  - spamming
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends: Malicious attacks

Spam relayed by continent in 2008 (Sophos 2008)

Africa contributes to 1% of the total amount of spam. This percentage may drastically change when broadband access becomes publicly available in 2010.
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends: Malicious attacks

- An increase in broadband access may potentially increase malicious attacks in Africa
  - Not only will more users in Africa be vulnerable to attacks, but with faster Internet access, these users' computers may be used in remote attacks and spam distribution
  - “South Africa currently has a relatively small Internet population due to the historically high broadband prices, but this is all set to change. Millions of new people and new devices are going to be connecting to the Internet as prices tumble and capacity booms, few of which will be properly prepared for the barrage of Trojans, viruses, worms and hacks.” (Doyle 2009)
Secondary cyberspace threats and trends: Malicious attacks

Top ten malware hosting countries in the first six months of 2009

- United States: 39%
- China: 15%
- Russia: 6%
- Peru: 4%
- Germany: 4%
- South Korea: 3%
- Turkey: 3%
- Poland: 2%
- Thailand: 2%
- United Kingdom: 2%
- Other: 20%

Although Africa is not listed under the top ten countries, this situation might change with the planned increase in broadband access in Africa.
Secondary **cyberspace threats and trends:** Malicious attacks

- Africa is home to about 100 million PCs, 80% of which are estimated to be infected with some kind of malware.
- This malware infestation is partly due to the intense poverty throughout the continent directly contributing to the pervasive distribution of pirated software and the inability to pay for anti virus protection.
- Although the high percentage of malware infected computers is a dire problem, the current situation is that most Internet access occurs via dialup.
  - With the increased broadband access planned for 2011, these unprotected computers will become an easy target for bot herders (IntelliBriefs 2009).
“While western countries have partially learned to neutralise the threat of computer viruses, Africa has become a hive of trojans, worms and exploiters of all stripes. As PC use on the continent has spread in the past decade (in Ethiopia it has gone from 0.01% of the Ethiopian population to 0.45% through 1999-2008), viruses have hitched a ride, wreaking havoc on development efforts, government programmes and fledgling businesses.”

Secondary cyberspace threats and trends: Malicious attacks

• SQL injection attacks work by finding flaws in websites that links directly to databases
  - A poorly validated input field in a web input form may allow a cyber criminal to insert (or inject) SQL instructions that may be passed directly into the back end database
  - allows them to add malicious content to the database that can be served to unsuspecting users of the compromised site at a later stage (Symantec 2009)

• SQL injections are only one technique that cyber criminals can employ to commit cyber fraud
Combating cyberspace fraud in Africa

• Throughout Africa, a lack of understanding, education, training, unclear policies of government, insufficient Information Security and low confidence exhibited in Africa’s e-business poses potential problems for cyberspace safety and security (Akinsanmi 2006)

• With this rising number of cyber crimes, it is imperative to take specific counter measures to address crimes in cyberspace
Combating cyberspace fraud in Africa

- Cyberspace initiatives
- Digital forensics
- Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT)
Cyberspace initiatives

- **International Telecommunication Union High Level Expert Group** aims to develop strategies and guidance to countries in dealing with cyber crime (http://www.itu.int/osg/csd/cybersecurity/gca/hleg/index.html)
- **Computers for Africa (CFA)** promotes sustainable information and communications technology development in rural African communities (http://www.computers4africa.org/)
- **One Laptop per Child** tries to create educational opportunities for the world's poorest children by providing each child with a connected laptop (http://laptop.org/en/)
- **African Information Security Association (AISA)** promotes knowledge and create awareness about computer security and cyber crime on the continent (http://www.jidaw.com/security/aisa/aisa.html)
Digital forensics

- Digital forensics is a practical way to address cyber fraud
  - not effective as pro-active technique in preventing online fraud
- As a result, digital forensics needs to evolve to address specific cyber crime developments:
  - *Dead forensics* involves pulling the plug on a suspect machine or shutting down through normal administrative procedures - focus on static data but cannot address encryption
  - *Live forensics* is done on an actively running machine - focus on the retention of volatile data and the expanded use of encryption, but may modify data
  - *Network forensics* involves analysis of actively processing and transmitting digital sources - may have a negative impact on bandwidth availability
Digital forensics

• Live forensics can acquire a wealth of information that may not be acquired with traditional dead forensic techniques

• Current African bandwidth restrictions currently limit/slow down a live forensic acquisition process
  - large remote acquisitions may have to be done after hours to accommodate the current small South African bandwidth

• The planned increase in broadband access may aid the fight against cyber crime
  - enable digital forensic investigators to actively investigate cyber crimes, with no bandwidth limitations
CSIRT

- A team of dedicated Information Security specialists that prepares for and responds to Information Security incidents
- Well established practice among network security specialists and dates back to the 1980’s
- South Africa is unfortunately lagging behind the rest of the world in this regard with no national CSIRT
- In the whole of Africa only Tunisia, Egypt, Kenya and Madagascar have a national CSIRT
CSIRT

• Developing countries that don't have proper skills and organisations relating to incident response, are vulnerable and a big risk for other countries as well
  - These kinds of countries are an easy target for criminal activities in the form of botnets for example
  - Therefore establishing a national CSIRT capability throughout Africa will have promising crime combating effects
### Reactive services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSIRT service categories to prevent cyber crime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alerts and warnings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incident analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident response on site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident response support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident response coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vulnerability analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vulnerability response coordination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefact handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artefact analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefact response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artefact response coordination</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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“Technology is changing and replacing itself faster and faster, population growth is taxing economic systems and the environment and constant social restructuring drives the complexity of our world”
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